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INTRODUCTION 

'Vhen John Reid suggested Chicago as the site of the seventh annual 
seminar of the American Polygraph Association and agreed to serve as pro
grarl1 chairman, this book became inevitable. John is one of the giants in the 
polygraph field, a man whose accomplishments are too numerous and too 
varied to detail here. As an integral part of his role as a father figure for the 
polygraph field, .T ohn can be a pretty stern taskmaster. He has always cen
surf'rI the rest of us for our failure to write, to publish, to provide the posi
tive data so essential to counteract the floods of negatiye propaganda put 
out hy opponents of the polygraph. 

In essence, ~1r. Reid proposed that the 1972 seminar constitute a sympos
ium directly aimed at overturning the 192.3 Frye decision, which remains the 
basis after fifty years for rejecting polygraph evidence as admissihle legal 
testimony. The American Polygraph Association, of which I had the honor 
to be President at the time, agreed, despite the expense of assembling the 
group of experts whose papers are published in this volume. During this 
periorl of labor-inspired attacks in Congress and in the media, it is literally 
a matter of life or death for the polygraph field to carry the attack to our 
detractors. 

This book then represents the coming of age of the pol~/graph field. 
Here are set forth the views of experts in the disparate fields of law, 
psychology, and physiology, all agreeing that the scientific eyidence of 
validity and reliability of polygraph is acceptable to associated professions. 
A labor-management panel established that the labor opposition to the poly
graph is not so monolithic as had been presumed. New and promising tech
niqlles in papers by polygraph experts show clearly the continuing interest 
of the field in self improvement. 

No volume of this size could possibly set forth everything which is hap
pening in a young and vibrant field. If we have given you something factual 
to refute the half-truths and untruths, told by those who do not agree with 
the use of polygraphs, we have succeeded in our mission. 

Raymond J. 'Veil', Jr. 
'Vashington, D. C. 
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Chapter I 

lIIEAM\ lllESllllNGr WIIILlL BIRIING lllHflE 
IPOILYGIR.AIPIHf SAIFIEILY IINllO COUIIR.ll 
MARSHALL HOUTS 

The Sages of Chelm 

A FRIEND OF MINE recently introduced me to a delightful collection of 
"'\ Jewish stories entitled "The Sages of Chelm." 
In one, a group of worshippers were busily digging the footings to the 

new synagogue, when a disturbing thought occurred to a laborer. "What 
will we do with all this earth we're digging up?" he asked. "We can't just 
leave it here where our Temple will be built." A pall fell over the men as 
they rested on their spades and pondered the question. Suggestions were 
made but just as quickly rejected. Finally, one of the Chelmites smiled and 
held up his hand for silence. "I have the solution," he proclaimed. "We will 
dig a deep pit, and into it we'll shovel all the dirt we're digging up for our 
synagogue!" A round of applause greeted this proposal until another 
Chelmite protested, "That won't work at all! vVhat will we do with the 
earth from the pit?" A stunned silence followed while the men tried to 
cope with this problem, but the first Chelmite soon provided the answer. 
"It\ all very simple," he said. "\Ve'll dig another pit, and into that one we'll 
shovel all the earth we're digging now, and all the earth we take out of the 
first pit. The only thing we must be careful about is to make the second 
pit twice as large as the first one." 

There being no argument with this example of Chelmic wisdom, the 
workers returned to their digging. 

Are We Now Believing Our Own Propaganda? 

~Iy thirty years experience in the forensic arena make me wonder if we 
are not performing exactly like the diggers of the synagogue at Chelm: Are 
we not blissfully moving the dirt from one pit to another, euphorically ignor
ing the controlling realities of our illusory goals of forensic jJroof, fact-find
ing, or, especially, truth? 

.5 
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Have we not been swept along in our own propaganda so that we now 
ferwntly believe in the ringing phrases of scientific advances, outstanding 
progress. forensic sophistication, great developments, persuasive proof, and 
conclusiue evidence? I hasten to add that my observations apply to all 
faceh of courtroom proof and not to the polygraph alone. ~Iy aim is a quick 
review of a few basic fundamentals of our forensic problems generally, with 
an effort to place the polygraph in a more balanced perspective. 

Polygraph in Perspective: Compared to What? 

The only meaningful perspective for the polygraph is beautifully illus
trated by the ancient tale of the man who is asked: "How's your wife?" He 
replies, ;'Compared to what?" In other words, to adequately appreciate the 
foremic status of the polygraph, we must approach it on the practical plane 
of "compared to what?" This leads us into a reconsideration of our funda
mental goals in the courtroom, the interrogation room, the settlement nego
tiation, or the plea bargaining conference. 

Truth Is Purely Subjective 

The first premise we need to reaffim1 is the nature of this concept we label 
truth: Truth is purely subjective. 

By way of (luick example, let's take a recent wire service story. Someone 
decided to poll a cross-section of Berber peasants in the heartland of ~10-
rocco about our moon landing three years ago. Eighty-eight percent of the 
primarily illiterate farmers and herdsmen had heard reports of the moon 
walks, but 6.3 per cent either thought the landings were a hoax, or had seri
ous doubts about them. Several of the younger men had observed Neil Arm
strolH.~ on TV or in newsreels, , .... jumping around on the moon; but it 
really wasn't the moon. It was a Hollywood fake!" One man who had his 
own pilgrimage to ~Iecca by jet aircraft termed the idea of reaching the 
moon "impossible." ''The moon never stands still," he reflected, "so how are 
vou going to land on it?" A bright, intelligent young woman asked the poll
ster: "How can anyone possibly reach the moon? It's too far away." But at 
the other end of the spectrum, a 6,5-year-old community leader explained his 
dOllbts: "It's not so far away that we wouldn't be able to see some signs of 
the mpn if they were there, and the moon looks the same to me now as it al
wa:'s has." One of the few high school graduates polled placed his skepti
cism on religious grounds : ''I'm sure it's SCientifically possible to go to the 
moon, and the Koran does not forbid it; but the Koran does warn vou 
against believing things which you have not seen firsthand with vour ~wn 
e:'es. It's like belie\'ing false prophets, so I cannot accept it." . 

To whom, then, is it truth that Neil Armstrong and his fellow astronauts 
have actually reached the moon? 
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Facts Are Also Subjective 

Our quandary over the subjective character of truth has recently led some 
of our academicians into evasive semantic efforts. They have made a great 
hub hub that truth and fact are two separable and distinct commodities; 
facts and fact-finding are really objective processes. Since these are the 
basic elements of truth, we can somehow improve this intangible of truth 
by manipulating our approach to the facts. As they dream it, truth can be 
constructed as a rational, universal, obtainable commodity that is just as 
real as the chairs in which vou sit, or the floor on which I stand. 

I have no intention of el;tering this metaphysical debate, but will only re
affirm my belief that, semantic arguments to the contrary, fact and fact
finding are also purely subjective processes. \Ve madly delude ourselves if 
we think otherwise. 

"'hether as investigator, witness, judge, lawyer, or juror, we each per
ceive, interpret, and decide according to our own individual needs. Percep
tion and interpretation are based on experience, so we perceive what we 
expect to perceive. Our conclusions of truth and opinions on fact are all fla
vored by bias, since no man is without prejudice, particularly to the correct
ness of his own opinion. 

Fact-linding-The Most Tenuous Human Endeavor 

The only logical conclusion possible is that the so-called process of fact
finding and searches for truth are the most tenuous of all human en
deavors. Our failures, and they are many and frightening, stem from the 
fact that we are attempting the impossible. \Ye seek perfection in a realm 
in which anything close to perfection is not attainable. 

Our goals, therefore, must be drastically reappraised. Our needs can onl~' 
be filled if we look realistically at our tools, recognizing full \vell that we are 
limited to comparisons instead of absolutes. 

This realization of our basic limitations brings us back to our practical ap
proach to the polygraph. 

"How good is the polygraph?" we ask. 
"Compared to what?" we must respond. 

Polygraph Compared with X-ray 

Lel'" make a quick comparison of the polygraph to the most frequently 
used scientific courtroom tool. I refer, of course, to the X-ray, which has 
been admitted into evidence since 1898, only three years after Roentgen 
introduced it to medicine. The legal rote for admissibility is simple: 

"Doctor, are these X-rays of the plaintiff's shoulders which you took at the time of 
your diagnm.i5?" 

Doctor, did you use these X-rays to help you arrive at a diagnosis? 
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Doctor, do these X-rays accurately depict the condition of the bones of the plaintiff's 
shoulder ,It the time the\' were taken? 

D,'elm, were these X:rays made with a modern, up-to-date X-ray machine? 
Doctor, was the machine in good working order at the time these X-rays were taken? 
Dodor, were the usual and accepted X-ray techniques employed in taking these 

films?" 

If the doctor is but coached to answer "yes" to each of these questions, 
his X-ray exhibits sail in on a plane of credibility that does indeed make 
truth seem objective. Lavmen have come to believe that if the doctor can 
show damage by X-ray, tl~e plaintiff has been terribly injured. Conversely, if 
there is no X-ray proof of injury, the plaintiff "can't really be hurt badly." 

These popular beliefs do not agree in the least with medical fact. \Ve all 
know, of course, that a positive X-ray is not conclusive proof of serious in
jury to nerves and other soft tissues, nor does a negative X-ray in any way 
rule out the horrendous entities of quadriplegia, total senility or debilitat
ing cerebral arteriosclerosis. 

Possible Errors in X-ray Techniques 

Assuming that the X-ray machine is in perfect adjustment, is the tech
niqut' so mechanical that it is infallible? Not in the least. As may occur 
with a photographic camera, if the films are not exposed correctly, they 
may he too dark, too light, lacking in detail or generally cloudy, so that a 
false negative picture results. The bone will appear darker if the X-ray is 
over-penetrated, or if the patient has osteoporosis. If the X-ray is under
penetrated, the bones lose detail because they are too light, so bony tumors 
are lost. These deficiencies can produce both false positive and false nega
tive results. 

It is extremely importallt to take several views in different planes to see 
the po<;sible defect adequately. If these are not taken, a false negative film 
may result. The position of the patient is important. If he is not in a true 
lateral position, for example, the anatomy may be distorted so that the film 
shows a scoliosis that does not actuallv exist. Similar errors can result from 
improper po~itioning in the oblique, the front-to-back, and back-to-front 
vie",'!'). 

[f the proper body area is not covered, a false negative can result. If, for 
example, a tip of the scapula is omitted, a hairline fracture or bone tumor 
can be missed, 

Artifacb in the development process or from static electricity can appear 
exactly as a tumor or bon:' defects and result in false positives. 

Errors in X-ray Interpretation 

I could lbt half a dozen other potential sources of error in the use of X
rays. \Vhat of their interpretation? 
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While the X-rav offers the doctor a "look" beneath the surface it is far 
from the perfect 'diagnostic tool. Since it can record nothing b~lt differ
ences in density of the various tissues and structures, much is left to the 
subjective interpretation of the doctor. The doctor is working only with 
varying and merging shades of gray. Some doctors develop keen and re
fined abilities to read and interpret the films. Others never do, regardless 
of years of experience. 

The X-ray, therefore, must never be considered an automatic tool of 
mathematical precision. Any attempt to diagnose solely from the films 
without correlation with the medical historv or the other facets of the 
physical examination, is hazardous and cal; lead to error. Serious life
threatening conditions can exist without any positive X-ray findings. Con
ditions that appear to be disabling on X-ray may be completely asympto
matic. 

Negative X-rays never rule out disease or injury. They simply mean that 
nothing abnormal has been found on that particular day in that particular 
X-ray view. 

Firearms Identification 

Let's take a look at another tool of forensic proof that comes easily into 
evidence. I refer to firearms identification which has made little progress in 
the past 40 years. 

Literally, anyone with access to a comparison microscope can establish 
him~f'lf as a ballistics expert, which means that no minimum ~tandards exist 
for the education, training, or supervision of the expert himself. If anything 
vaguely resembling professional ethics exists, there is no group to enforce 
them. No operating standards are set forth to require a stated number of 
matching, individual characteristics before two bullets can be declared to 
have come from the same gun barrel, and from none other in the world. 

The firearms expert is not working with anything like a fingerprint pat
tern, but with straight, micro~copic lines, of three dimensional depth, run
ning in different planes. In what is a totally subjective approach, he makes 
an uncontrolled personal judgment of whether the striations of the two 
bullets are sufficientlv clear to permit his positive statement as to a common 
source. 

What happens in actual practice is terrifying. 
Let me illustrate it with a recent case out of one of the largest police lab

oratories in the country. The firearms identification expert proclaimed a 
match between the fatal bullet and a test bullet from a gun that was rather 
vaguely traced to the defendant. vVhen an expert called in by the public 
defender challenged the match, the laboratory expert retreated and said 
that he had a "possible match." 
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"Tu~t what do : ou mean hy a pO'isible match?" the public defender's man 
persisted. "Either you have a 'make' or you do not." 

"\Vt'll, here's what we\'e got," the police expert replied. "\Ve know that 
thi ~ nigger killed a couple of people about a year ago. but we couldn't get 
an:·thing on him. Now we know he'~ guilty of this murder, and we've at 
least !!ot a gun that we can trace to him." 

I don't think there i~ anv douht hut that the foremic sciences can be used 
h:' the umcrupulous, tho~lgh perhaps well-intentioned, as a substitute for 
the coerced confession of guilt which has been all hut eliminated by su
premp court decision. I fear that in many undetected instances, this is ex
actl:' what is happening. 

Similarities between Polygraph and Other Forensic Tools 

RE e;arclle~s of what we are working with-be it wet chemistry, thin plate 
or gas chromatograph:', optics, spectrography, specophotography, X-ray, 
acollstics, olfactronics, neutron activation analyses, or the polygraph-we 
are dealing with an instrument of some kind, with techniques by which lhe 
instrument is operated, and a subjective opinion of what the instrument and 
technique produce. The subjectivity of the expert's opinion can vary with 
the comple~ity and ~ensitivit:· of his instrument and with the crudeness or 
sophi~tication of his techniques. Regardless of degree, it must be labeled as 
subjectiw. 

Tools of Proof are Really Tools of Persuasion 

A~ we move toward the resolution of our ultimate question of why many 
of these other forensic tools of proof are admissible into evidence and the 
pol:'e;raph excluded, I think we must reestablish another controlling prem
ise, 

\Vhat we call eridence and proof (whether it be in the form of the hor
ribly unreliable reports of eye witnesses, or the opinions of so-called experts 
in the foremic sciences, or maps, models, and photographs) can be nothing 
more than tools of advocacy and persuasion. \Ve permit the advocate-the 
law:'cr-to use them as he tries to convince judge or jury to make a subjec
tin' finding of fact or truth in his favor. 

\\'e permit the lawyer access to those tools of advocacy that will help us 
~ettlc the di~pute hetween the parties, civil or criminal, in what we hope is 
the faire~t pos~ible manner. \Vhile we proclaim our goal as the search for 
tmtll and describe the process of fact findillg by the jurv, these hollow 
phrases do not withstand close scrutiny for the simple reason that we have 
no human power to introduce complete objectivity into what is basically a 
suhjecti\'e process. 

\\'e cannot alter human nature, and the necessary behavior that stems 
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from it. So, when we talk about scientific progress and scientific advances 
in any area of the forensic sciences, we really are describing better tools of 
advocacy and persuasion for the lawyer. 

The Polygraph Paradox 

This brings us face to face with the great paradox of the polygraph: 
Whether we admit it openly, our problem derives from the fact that it is 
potentially too powerful a tool of advocacy and persuasion. Automatically 
and instinctively, we shun anything that is omnipotent enough to threaten 
our safety. The polygraph must be placed in this category. It is the only 
tool yet on the scene that per se can control guilt or innocence, and in many 
cases, render a plaintiff's or defendant's verdict. The more we proclaim its 
reliability and present statistics for accuracy, the greater the fear we instill. 

Polygraph Stands Alone 

As a tool of persuasion and advocacy, the polygraph stands alone because 
of its ability to slash the jugular vein of each case which must ultimately 
turn on whether one or more persons are attempting deception. If the cred
ibility of the defendant can be established or destroyed in a criminal case, 
or if the plausibility of either party in a civil case can be demolished, there 
is nothing more to settle, nothing left for judge or jury except the assess
ment of penalty or awarding the damages. 

:\'0 other courtroom tool possesses this awesome power. In my opinion, 
neither the voiceprint nor the results of neutron activation analysis is ready 
for the courtroom. Still, these brand-new devices have been admitted into 
evidence by judges all across the land. They have been welcomed pre
maturely because they do not impend on the heart of our traditional fact
finding process. 

\Vhen we apply our "compared to what?" judgment, we must conclude 
that the polygraph is potentially too good. 

Too Much Power in a Single Man 

The polygraph is too good for the simple reason that it vests totalitarian, 
God-like power in a single man-the polygraph examiner. The long tortur
ous history of our groping search for personalized justice that has produced 
our Common Law system rests upon the premise that no single man can be 
trusted with uncontrolled, dictatorial power over the physical, spiritual, 
economic, and political life of his fellow man. Our 1,OOO-year-old pilgrim
age in quest of individual liberty has instilled one great trait in us all: \Ve 
believe that every man in a position of power needs a checker, and then 
there must be some one else to check on the checker. 
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P('r~onally, I cannot quarrel with this pragmatic philosophy. It is the 
ba~ic, dhtingui~hing feature between our ~ystem and the Civil (Roman) 
Law ~~ stem used throughout the non-English-~peaking world, where a 
sillgle man sits as inClui~itor, investigator, pro~ecutor, defender, interrogator, 
legal arbiter, and fact-finder all in one. 

The leading polygraph authorities in the world know the potential pitfalls 
of the technique, and know the possibility of failure in the hands of an in
competent, biased operator. How many of the polygraph experts, when 
accmed of murder, rape, arson, or robben', would elect to rest their fate in 
the hands of a single pol~ graph examiner ~vho is not a member of the Amer
ican Polygraph As~ociation, and who is on the payroll of the district attor
ney who drew the information against them, or of the police department or 
sheriff's office who investigated their case? 

How many would rest the fate of their daughter's personal injury case, 
which is her only source of future medical care for her paraplegia caused by 
the defendant's negligence, on the results of a polygraph test given by a 
single examiner brought in by the defendant's insurance carrier? 

Con\'er~ely, how man~ examiners really want to assume the staggering re
spon..,ibility of individually deciding guilt or innocence in the courtroom, or 
whether the plantiff will prevail or lose in his civil suit? 

FRYE l'. U.S. Does not Apply to Polygraph 

'\Ia~' I suggest that these practical and historical reasons offer the onl~' 
possible explanation of why the 192.3 rule of Frye c. Ullited States applies 
to all other forms of foremic evidence except the polygraph. I seriously 
doubt that the polygraph ever will be allowed as evidence into the court
room if we continue our present approach. I frankly see no point in further 
efforts to lay a sufficient legal foundation for the introduction into evidence 
of the charts and opinions of a single pol~ graph examiner. 

These same historical reasons explain the error of Dean \Vigmore's often 
quoted dictum that the ,vorld will immediately beat a patll\\!ay to the door 
of tl1P man who discovers a scientific method to expose false-swearing 
witne~<;es. 

The Team Approach 

The world ,vill heat their pathway only when we devise a practical way 
to g11arantee us a safety against the potential abuses of the single pol~ graph 
operator, when we recognize that the polygraph is resting on dead center 
until we offer some provisiom for a checker on the checker. 

The obvious solution, by necessity, is the team approach to the polygraph 
operation. 
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Analogy to Development of Arbitration 
Time does not permit me to offer a detailed plan, nor am I experienced 

enough to do it alone, but it seems to me that we can learn much from the 
historical development of arbitration. There is a striking parallel between 
the fpar of submitting the entire lawsuit to a single arbitrator for his 
decision, and submitting our defendant, part)'-plaintitf, or he)' witness to a 
single polygraph examiner for his disposition of the case. 

The legitimate hesitancy that has thwarted the development of the arbi
tration apparatus has been cured comparatiwly easily by the simple tech
nique of each party picking his own arbitrator who, in turn, picks a third 
man to judge with them. 

The field of arbitration is now flourishing beyond the wildest expectations 
of it~ most vigorous supporters of fifty years ago. The American Arbitration 
Association is one of the most eRective organizations in the world. Tens of 
thousands of cases are annually concluded b)' the arbitration process out of 
court, economicall)', fairly, and with decisions that perhaps come as close to 
subjective truth as humans can reach. 

Thrust of the Team Approach 
I would like to see the American Polygraph Association adopt the thrust 

of the team approach to the polygraph. It should make available its services 
in much the same manner as the Arbitration Association now operates in 
its field. 

If your polygraph techniques are as far along as you claim; if) ou have es
tabli<;hed real standards of practice; if ) ou ha\'e viable ethical controls for 
your members; if you can indeed exchange and read each other's charts with 
safety and accuracy; then I can envision a day ten years from now when 
fully half the civil cases that now reach the courtroom will be settled bv a , . 
team of polygraphers. Half, perhaps more, of all criminal cases will end in 
either dismissal or guilty pleas because the polygraph evidence of a team 
of examiners will be admissible as a matter of right, by either party, and 
without the necessit) of stipulation. 

I can see the polygraph reaching its full measure of effectiveness on a 
"compared to what?" rationale. It has the potential to outshine and out
rank allY tool of persuasion or advocacy that we can foresee. This bright 
day will dawn, however, only if you adopt the perspective of the team 
approach. 

If you continue on the same course you are now following which places 
awesome power in the hands of a single man, I suggest that your progress 
will be negligible for the simple reason that you will continue to butt heads 
with the fears developed over 1,000 years of history and the forces in
grained in human nature which you cannot change. 
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POILYGIR.APIHI lllESll IR.IESUIIL llS M\IEIEll 
Sll ANIDAIR.IDS IFOIR. AIDM\IISSIIBIIILIiTY 
AS IEVIIIDIENCIE 
ANDRE A. MOENSSENS 

As A PROFESSOR of evidence, with a special interest in the forensic sciences 
"'\ and what is broad Iv called scientific evidence, I have been amazed over 

the years at the tenaci'tv with which the courts refuse to admit testimony 
bas~J on polygraph ex;minations. Amazed, I say, because having spent a 
little time over the past eight years exploring the legal status of polygraph 
inspired testimony, and the arguments for and against admissibility, I can
not understand-or maybe I can on an emotional plane-why opposition 
against the polygraph continues unabated. Exploring the rules of evidence 
with what I feel is a rather unbiased view, I can find no legal reason for a 
blanket denial of admissibility of polygraph test results. 

\Vhen dealing with legal standards for admissibility of testimony derived 
from scientific tests and offered by expert witnesses, the three most impor
tant criteria for admissibility are: (1) that we have a scientific test which 
has a sufficient degree of reliability or replicabilit~·; (:2) it has been properly 
applied according to accepted procedures; and (3) it has been administered 
h~' a competent technician or examiner. 

\Vhpn we relate the~e criteria to pol~'graph examinations, we find that 
e\'er~·thing hinges on the first of these conditions, namely, that we must first 
have a scientific test which has a sufficient degree of reliability. \Vhile there 
are other reasons which haye been giyen to deny admissibility, the most im
portant ground for denial has been lack of proven reliability. 

It is because the reliability factor has been relied upon by the courts to 
such an extent, that I will center my remarks primarily on that issue. But 
before I get to that, I want to make it clear that I do not for one second 
relegate criteria numbers :2 and 3 to insignificance. Indeed, as it has alread~' 
been stre~sed, the competency of the examiner and use of proper investiga
tiYe and examination techniques are conditions sine q1l0 non to reaching a 

14 
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conclusion which is worth considering. Competency of the examiner is the 
more important because it has been stated this country abounds in incom
petent polygraph examiners, none of whom would be admitted to the Amer
ican Polygraph Association if their lack of scruple has been demonstrated in 
the past. The law cannot allow incompetent operators to qualify as expert 
witnesses and the strictest qualifying requirements possible should be set 
up. 

Maybe it is partially because of what my good friend, Professor Inbau, 
has called the multitude of polygraph charlatans that the courts continue 
to be so reluctant to admit polygraph testimony. 

It is ironic, in a way, that the accepted modern standard for the admissi
bility of evidence in the results of novel scientific tests is precisely a case in
volving the so-called lie detector. It is, of course, the famous 1923 Frye os. 
United States decision-a decision with which I am sure many readers are 
thoroughly familiar. I must beg your indulgence if I feel it ne~essary to dis
cuss and dissect the opinion rather thoroughly in my discussions and in so 
doing state many facts of which you are already fully aware. 

In Frye, the court was asked to admit into evidence testimony on behalf 
of the defendant in a murder case that a systolic blood pressure test re
vealed the truthfulness of the defendant when he denied any knowledge 
of the crime with which he was charged. The court refused to admit the 
evidence and the defendant was convicted. Parenthetically, it is worth not
ing that Frye was innocent. After spending three years in jail, someone 
else was arrested for, and confessed to, the murder and Frye was ex
onerated. 

The reason the federal reviewing court gives for its rejection of the tes
timony is stated in this matter-and it is probably the most widely quoted 
portion of any decision involving novel scientific test results-: 
Just when a scientific principle or discovery crosses the line between the experimental 
and demonstrable stages is difficult to denne. Somewhere in this twilight zone the evi
dential force of the principle must be recognized, and while courts will go a long way 
in admitting expert testimony deduced from a well-recognized scientinc principle or dis
covery, the thing from which the deduction is made must be sufficiently established to 
have gained general acceptance in the particular field in which it belongs. 

This is the birth of the so-caned general acceptance test; it incidentally 
also sets the leading precedent on the basis of which polygraph derived evi
dence is still excluded today. Stare decisis, the principle that a concept 
once formulated is not to be changed by the court except upon a showing 
that the basis for the concept is no longer true, has never been more rigidly 
applied than in the adherence to the Frye rule of general acceptance. Time 
and again, modem courts faced with the issue have rejected testimony 
based upon a polygraph examination simply by citing lack of general ac
ceptance for the test as found in Frye. 
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